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The program "Hydraulics" can be used to design and calculate water and sewer networks. The programs "Hydrology" and
"Environmental" may be used to calculate water balance in catchments, analyze water quality, and model the transport of
wastewater and storm water. The program "Financial" may be used to estimate the charges incurred on projects for
infrastructure work in Greece. "Hydraulics" Hydraulics is a powerful 3D visual application useful for designing and calculating
water and sewer networks. It can be used to design and calculate any of the following: Sewer networks – sewer networks can be
designed on the following: Sewer networks can be 3D designed using the hydraulic tubes, grates and various other objects such
as pumps, pumps stations, turnarounds, industrial plants and facilities. When designing a sewer network, the tubes, grates and
other objects that go through the network can be added using the "add object" function. In the main menu, on the "Hydraulics"
panel there are tools that are useful for designing and calculating open or closed channels, pumps and pumps stations, sluices,
and other water or sewer network objects such as culverts, street lamps and new lines. Designer example: For more information,
take a look at the link below: "Hydraulics" Demo: "Hydrology" Hydrology may be used to calculate a catchment's water balance
or analyze water quality. In addition, it can be used to model the transport of wastewater or storm water. "Hydrology" has a very
flexible user interface. In the data menu, the results can be exported to Microsoft Excel, presented in the form of graphics, or
shown in a 3D format. When calculating a catchment's water balance, model a stream, storm sewer, drain, or lake, one of the
available tools for calculating the water budget in the catchment is used. For more information, take a look at the link below:
"Hydrology" Demo: "Environmental" When calculating the impact of mobile
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Hydraulics Sewer Networks (Multiple Urban Functionalities), Watershed Delineation and Financing (Sewers for Urban Flood
Route) Hydraulics in the Hydraulics module is a robust modelling tool for the design and calculation of catchments networks.
Hydraulics is based on the field of Civil Engineering and offers three main programs: Sewer Networks, a powerful visual
application which may be used to design and calculate sewer networks, based on the design object model of the project. It offers
the following functions: Design sewer network: All relevant parameters can be entered with the inbuilt dialogues. All network
parameters can be tweaked to improve your design. Sewer network is evaluated regarding size, capacity, annual load, footprint
and pumping requirements. The flexible design object model of the sewer network can be modified using mouse. In addition,
they are designed and supported by automatic gutter model Calculate sewer networks: to calculate infrastructure networks, a
powerful calculation engine is used. This engine estimates the functionality and size of sewer networks based on the volume of
the sewer network in design. The calculation logic can be tweaked via the user interface, keeping in mind the constraints of the
project. In addition, the sewer network is evaluated regarding size, capacity, annual load, footprint and pumping requirements.
Compare sewer networks: In addition to the previous functions, this particular function offers the user a quick and easy way to
compare different designs of sewer networks. Flexible vs. Non-flexible Design The user can choose between the flexible
(Flexible Design) and the non-flexible (Non-flexible Design) design in the Design function of the Hydraulics module. Non-
flexible design is the default design and is activated when the user clicks the design button in the initial window. In addition, the
user may activate each button of the initial window to modify the initial design. Local vs. Global Design Hydraulics offers an
option to design regional and local networks. The settings for regional and local design can be found in the Settings Manager,
which can be opened via the Settings button in the initial window. To modify the settings of the regional and local network, drag
and drop the regional or local settings buttons in the initial window. A button for sub-setting the regional or local design can be
found in the Regional and Local Network button. A regional or local network is activated when the regional or local settings are
applied to the initial 09e8f5149f
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This is the English edition of the Greek edition Technologismiki Works, a suite of useful applications which cover all main
civil, environmental and hydraulic engineering disciplines. The applications: Hydraulics: infrastructure networks, culverts, dams,
solvers, water budgets in catchments and flood flows Hydrology: water budget in catchments and flood flows, groundwater
resources Environmental: roadway pollution, mobile emissions estimation model, landfill gas Financial: estimation of engineer's
fees for projects and services (in Greek only) Hydraulics will provide users with Sewer Networks, a powerful visual application
which may be used to design and calculate sewer networks, Storm Networks, to design and calculate water drainage networks
and Water Networks, a flexible visual application that can be used to design and calculate water and irrigation networks.
Reservoir Simulation is used to simulate the operation of a multi-purpose reservoir. The Hydraulic Multi-Purpose Solver is an
integrated collection of tools used to design and calculate open and closed channels, grates, combination inlets, slots, turbines
and pumps. River Flow can solve any stream or river using uniform or non-uniform flow. Culverts is a handy program for
culvert analysis and finally Water Hammer is a useful utility which may be used to calculate the impact of water hammer
phenomenon in pressure pipes. If Hydrology, Works 2009 offer the Flood Flows program, which can be used to estimate the
flood flow rate in any catchment and account for flood routing in rivers or through a reservoir. Water Balance module offers a
monthly calculation of a catchment's water balance, taking into account an optional climate change scenario. Air pollution
quality assessment was never easier using Mobile Emission, a program based on EPA's Mobile v6.2 which can be used to
calculate the emission factors from all vehicles in a customizable fleet. Roadway Pollutants is a dispersion model for predicting
air pollutant concentrations near roadways using Caline 3 QHCR, Caline 3QHC, Caline 3 or Caline 4 models. TechnoLogismiki
Works is an advanced suite composed of applications useful in Civil and Environmental Engineering projects. The suite
contans: Hydraulics: infrastructure networks, culverts, dams, solvers Hydrology: water budget in catchments and flood flows
Environmental: roadway pollution, mobile emissions estimation model, landfill gas Financial: estimation of engineer's fees for
projects and services (in Greek only) Hydraulics will provide users
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New models and extensions for stream channel flow, reservoir simulation and water balance, hydraulic and environmental
design. Comments Comments (3) jose 9/28/2009 code errors while calculating the hydraulic efficiency, calculating the stress on
the reinforcement does not work thanks for your review. code is now corrected. New models: • Updated QHC1 model for
convective and turbulent flow in a dam • Stream channel model with erosion, which allows the impact of changes in the river
bed on the flow • New calculation of the stress on the reinforcement added to the hydraulic analyses thanks for your review.
Priscila Braga bjoern 4/13/2009 thanks for the "instant calculation"-feature! more specifically: the reservoir calculation
interface is very easy to use and the result is presented in an user friendly way. bjoern paul 2/23/2009 Great work and thank
you! I have the question if you can also do two-way analysis, like when you want to calculate the flow in a river and also flow in
catchment or a reservoir and in the on going comment you have mentioned that you can do both this with one model. thanks for
the attention. well, you can have two models, one for the river and one for the reservoir, which allows a double check calculation
of the results. but in most cases you have the analysis for the reservoir as a project to perform and you need the results for the
river the more complicated analysis. thanks paul franciscoguardia 12/26/2008 great initiative by scishion for a more accurate
drainage calculation. i already used your programs and it helps me to get more efficient design results with a better
understanding of all the elements that influence the flow. thanks to all your products!!!! franciscoguardia yves 12/20/2008
thanks for you great program! but, i have one doubt : In Hydraulics for rivers in civil engineering, it exists the porformance
rating that calculates the possiblity of breaking the embankment? And if i suppose that this depend on the grade of the substrate
(for example sand), is it possible to calculate this directly in this simulation? thanks
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System Requirements For TechnoLogismiki Works:

(For the best experience with the game, it is recommended to run the game in 1280x720 resolution. Other available resolution
support is present, but due to some misalignment with the environment geometry, may cause rendering problems. The game can
be played in any of the following video cards: AMD RX 490 or higher NVIDIA GTX 970 or higher Intel HD 4000 or higher
CPU: 4GB RAM DirectX: 11 System Requirements:Windows Operating System:Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1, Windows 10
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